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ABSTRACT 

Orthogonal cutting process is characterized by high strain, high strain-rate and the 

accompanied temperature rise besides complex loading paths and high triaxiality, which lead 

to difficult representation of material degradation phenomenon as well as cutting forces, 

temperature rise and residual stress prediction. Plastic constitutive model parameters, ductile 

damage initiation, evolution and critical damage values are directly affected by the 

complicated interactions among thermomechanical and tribological conditions resulting in 

complex damage evolution behavior. In this context, Finite element model (FEM) of cutting 

processes which depends greatly on the damage model imposed can facilitate the estimation 

of cutting force, thrust force, temperature rise and residual stress among others. There had 

been many attempts to introduce degradation into Newtonian mechanics; however, they are 

mostly established on curve fitting or experimental polynomial fit. techniques The former 

involves knowing degradation response beforehand to generate adequate damage potential 

function and the latter   is not universal for all load types and thermomechanical conditions. 

Since material degradation response in extreme conditions results in complex experimental 

setups, it is vital to be determined using physical-based models rather than 

phenomenological models of in cutting process. This study uses FEM simulations to perform 

a detail comparison between a phenomenological curve fitting damage model (Bonora 

damage model) and an entropy-based damage model, as well as its effects in orthogonal 

cutting strains, stresses and temperatures. Entropy based damage model show to be an 

adequate approximation to material degradation process as it entirely relies on a 

thermodynamically irreversible framework and ultimately uncouples damage behaviour from 

loading paths, stress triaxiality and FEM mesh dependency. Finally, comparing the damage 

models using FEM simulations and experimental measurements for different cutting 

conditions, we also determine their effects in cutting forces and chip morphology. 
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